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Stock RatingStock Rating OverweightOverweight
Industry ViewIndustry View CautiousCautious
Price targetPrice target $126.00$126.00
Shr price, close (Nov 18, 2014) $115.47
Mkt cap, curr (mm) $681,494
52-Week Range $114.19-70.51

Fiscal Year Ending 09/14 09/15e 09/16e 09/17e

ModelWare EPS ($)ModelWare EPS ($) 6.456.45 7.897.89 9.169.16 9.839.83
Prior ModelWare EPSPrior ModelWare EPS
($)($)

-- 7.777.77 8.938.93 9.729.72

P/EP/E 15.615.6 14.614.6 12.612.6 11.711.7
Consensus EPS ($)§Consensus EPS ($)§ 6.336.33 7.697.69 8.478.47 9.349.34
Div yld (%) 1.8 1.7 1.9 2.1
Unless otherwise noted, all m etrics are based on Morgan Stanley ModelWare fram ework
§ = Consensus data is provided by Thom son Reuters Estim ates
e = Morgan Stanley Research estim ates

QUARTERLY MODELWARE EPS ($)
2015e 2015e 2016e 2016e

Quarter 2014 Prior Current Prior Current
Q1 2.07 2.50 2.50 2.96 3.05
Q2 1.66 1.98 1.99 2.27 2.31
Q3 1.28 1.60 1.64 1.75 1.80
Q4 1.42 1.68 1.75 1.93 1.98

e = Morgan Stanley Research estim ates
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Watch Upside Remains Key
Catalyst; Raising PT to $126
Our global AlphaWise survey indicates investors
underestimate demand for Apple Watch, similar to
iPhone and iPad at launch, which provides an
attractive set-up into 2015. We model 30M Watches
in CY15 or 10% penetration of the compatible iPhone
user base, higher than the buy-side view of 10-12M.

We expect wearables to be the fastest ramping consumer device to
date. Ramping faster than even smartphones and tablets, we forecast the
wearable market to hit 530M units in 2020 in our base case and 1B units in
2020 in our bull case. Persistent identity is the “killer” feature that will ignite a
long tail of industry use cases and augment existing mobile applications, such
as sensor analytics and mobile payments. For more details, please see our Blue
Paper on Wearable Devices, The 'Internet of Things' Becomes Personal,
published today.

Skepticism around Apple Watch mirrors low expectations seen ahead
of the iPhone and iPad launches. Ahead of iPhone launch in June 2007, the
Street modeled 9M units for FY08 (see Exhibit 1). Apple shipped 12M iPhones
that year. Skepticism was more pronounced with the iPad as sell-side
forecasted 5M shipments in CY10 ahead of the product launch in April 2010
even though supply chain builds at the time indicated 8-10M units. Apple
shipped 15M iPads in CY10.

Our 30M Apple Watch unit estimate in CY15 is at the high end of
consensus and arguably still conservative. Street estimates run the gamut,
with most ranging between 10M and 30M units in the first year. We believe
looking at penetration into the Apple installed base yields the most realistic
assessment of demand potential of the Watch. Our 30M unit estimate implies
10% penetration into Apple's 315M iPhone 5 or newer installed base exiting
2014, which is lower than iPad penetration of 14% in its first year but higher
than iPhone at 7%. However, the iPhone was constrained by limited carrier
distribution and a more expensive two-year service contract (see Exhibit 2). In
addition, our AlphaWise survey indicates initial purchase intentions in the US
are higher than they were for the iPhone and iPad pre-launch (see Exhibit 3).

Revisiting risk-reward: We raise our base case CY15 EPS to $8.40 from $8.20
on the back of higher Watch unit (30M vs. 27M previously) and ASP ($450 vs.
$400 previously) forecasts. Coupled with a one turn increase in P/E multiple to
15x, in-line with the recent trading range, our price target increases to $126
from $115. In addition, we raise our bull case to $150 from $135, in which we
assume no further multiple expansion, but earnings power of $10 in CY15 on
the back of additional iPhone, Watch, and services upside. Our bear case share

Morgan Stanley does and seeks to do business with
companies covered in Morgan Stanley Research. As a result,
investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict
of interest that could affect the objectivity of Morgan
Stanley Research. Investors should consider Morgan
Stanley Research as only a single factor in making their
investment decision.
For analyst certification and other important disclosures,For analyst certification and other important disclosures,
refer to the Disclosure Section, located at the end of thisrefer to the Disclosure Section, located at the end of this
report.report.
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price is now $92 vs. $77 previously and assumes P/E multiple reverts to 12x,
in-line with the 3-year average to reflect potential skepticism around long-
term earnings growth if Watch doesn't beat the low-end of investor
expectations. Our bear case EPS is $7.63, driven by slowing iPhone growth and
Watch shipments coming in at the low end of expectations.
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AnalysisAnalysis

Exhibit 1:Exhibit 1: Actual iPhone and iPad Shipments Exceeded Initial Expectations

Sou rce: Compan y Data , B loomberg , Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 2:Exhibit 2:
We Assume 10% Watch Penetration of Apple’s Compatible User Base, Much Lower than Past New Products

Note: iPh on e pen etration  based  on  f irst f ive qu arters o f  iPh on e sh ipmen ts (lau n ch ed  w ith  a  few  days left in  C2Q 07) over tra ilin g  2-year iPod

sh ipmen ts.  iPad  pen etration  based  on  p ro -rated  estimate o f App le’s repo rted  accou n t n u mbers.  W atch  pen etration  based  on  estimate o f tra ilin g  2.5-

year sh ipmen ts o f  compatib le iPh on es (5 an d  n ew er gen eration s).  W e estimate th e W atch  accou n ts fo r 6% o f App le’s over 500M u ser base today.

Sou rce: Alph aW ise Su rvey Au gu st 2014, Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Exhibit 3:Exhibit 3:
Past Surveys Suggest Apple Watch Purchase Intention in the US Is Reasonable and Likely Conservative

Note: Pu rch ase in ten tion  fo r th e W atch  in  a ll cou n tries exclu d in g  Ch in a is 7% “def in itely bu y” an d  19% “p robab ly bu y” an d  in clu d in g  Ch in a , it is 9%

an d  23%. Sou rce: Alph aW ise Su rvey Au gu st 2014, Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 4:Exhibit 4: Apple Garners The Most Interest among Potential Wearables Vendors

Sou rce: Alph aW ise Su rvey Au gu st 2014, Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Price Target    $126 Derived from base case scenario.

Bull $150
15x Bull Case CY15e EPS of
$10.00

Larger screen iPhone drives more global share gains, new
services drive accelerating revenue growth and Watch
penetration exceeds expectations. Revenue growth comes in at
roughly 30% in CY15 driven by (1) up to $10B+ additional iPhone
revenue from ex-US share gains, (2) up to $13.5B additional from
Watch revenue, and (3) acceleration in services growth. Gross
margin of 40% reflects higher services and iPhone mix, and
component cost reductions. We assume a 15x P/E multiple, in-line
with the recent trading range, but 12x after adjusting for Apple’s
net cash.

Base $126
15x Base Case CY15e EPS of
$8.40 or 12x Ex-Cash

Larger screen iPhone drives share gains and Watch unit
shipments reach 30M in first year. Revenue grows 15% in CY15
driven by share gains in the US and China due to larger screen
iPhone. Watch penetration into compatible iPhone installed base
comes in at 10%, vs. 7% and 14% seen with the iPhone and iPad.
Gross margin expands by 80bps Y/Y due to product mix. We
assume a 15x P/E multiple, in-line with the recent trading range, or
12x after adjusting for Apple’s $120B net cash balance.

Investment ThesisInvestment Thesis

Apple shares do not price in upcoming hardware,
software, and services innovations, in our view. We
expect iPhone share gains and growth re-
acceleration driven by larger screen iPhones based
on our AlphaWise surveys and supply chain
checks. We also see Watch and new services like
Apple Pay helping to accelerate growth and
expand margins.

Key DebatesKey Debates

Can Apple grow revenue and EPS? Yes, in our
view, at a single-digit pace long term. Apple has
the opportunity to take share in slower growth
smartphone and tablet markets with larger screens
and new services. New product categories like
Watch, and services like Apple Pay could further
boost growth.

Can Apple accelerate innovation? Yes, we see
Watch as an important barometer of the
company's innovation capabilities under the
leadership of Tim Cook. We are also encouraged
by recent additions to Apple's management team,
which expand leadership in key areas like retail,
design, health and digital content.

Potential CatalystsPotential Catalysts

iPhone demand and share gains post 6/6 Plus
launch in September

Upcoming Watch launch (in spring 2015), potential
hybrid iPad/MacBook Air product (likely in 2015)
or smart TV launches (likely over the next 2-3
years)

New US carrier installment plans and promotions,
and large installed base of old iPhones drive strong
refresh cycle

Expanding points-of-sale, especially in emerging
markets like China, Brazil and India

New products and services drive “halo” effect
across Apple's businesses

Risks to Achieving Price TargetRisks to Achieving Price Target

Maturing markets, and Android and Windows
competition in smartphones and tablets

Carriers lengthening replacement cycles and/or
lower subsidies

Regulatory and legal risk as Apple gains profit
share in mobile devices

Weak global consumer demand, including China
and other emerging markets

Bear $92
12x Bear Case CY15e EPS of
$7.63

Revenue growth slows driven by weak iPhone unit growth
and Watch shipments coming in at the low end of
expectations. Revenue grows 7% as iPhone demand slows
materially in CY15 as larger screens are not enough to sustain
share gains and consumers react to lower carrier subsidies, and
wearables demand takes longer to build momentum. Mix shift
away from richer margin products drives overall gross margin
down 50bps Y/Y. P/E multiple falls to 12x or 9x after adjusting for
Apple's net cash balance.

 

Risk RewardRisk Reward

Larger screen iPhone, Watch and new services like Apple Pay drive upside

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research
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Lack of new product categories and/or services
limit multiple expansion
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Exhibit 5:Exhibit 5: Apple Income Statement

Sou rce: Compan y Data , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Exhibit 6:Exhibit 6: Apple Income Statement Analysis

Sou rce: Compan y Data , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Exhibit 7:Exhibit 7: Apple Balance Sheet

Sou rce: Compan y Data , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Exhibit 8:Exhibit 8: Apple Cash Flow Statement

Sou rce: Compan y Data , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Disclosure Section
The information and opinions in Morgan Stanley Research were prepared by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, and/or Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A., and/or
Morgan Stanley Mexico, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., and/or Morgan Stanley Canada Limited. As used in this disclosure section, "Morgan Stanley"
includes Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A., Morgan Stanley Mexico, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., Morgan Stanley Canada
Limited and their affiliates as necessary.
For important disclosures, stock price charts and equity rating histories regarding companies that are the subject of this report, please see the Morgan
Stanley Research Disclosure Website at www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures, or contact your investment representative or Morgan Stanley
Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY, 10036 USA.
For valuation methodology and risks associated with any price targets referenced in this research report, please contact the Client Support Team as follows:
US/Canada +1 800 303-2495; Hong Kong +852 2848-5999; Latin America +1 718 754-5444 (U.S.); London +44 (0)20-7425-8169; Singapore +65 6834-6860;
Sydney +61 (0)2-9770-1505; Tokyo +81 (0)3-6836-9000. Alternatively you may contact your investment representative or Morgan Stanley Research at 1585
Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY 10036 USA.
Analyst Certification
The following analysts hereby certify that their views about the companies and their securities discussed in this report are accurately expressed and that
they have not received and will not receive direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report: Katy
Huberty, Scott Schmitz.
Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are research analysts.
Global Research Conflict Management Policy
Morgan Stanley Research has been published in accordance with our conflict management policy, which is available at
www.morganstanley.com/institutional/research/conflictpolicies.
Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies
As of October 31, 2014, Morgan Stanley beneficially owned 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the following companies covered in
Morgan Stanley Research: 3D Systems Corp, Apple, Inc., Brocade Communications Systems, Lexmark International, Nimble Storage, Stratasys Ltd.
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley managed or co-managed a public offering (or 144A offering) of securities of CDW Corporation, Hewlett-Packard,
NetApp Inc, Nimble Storage.
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for investment banking services from CDW Corporation, Hewlett-Packard, NetApp
Inc, Nimble Storage.
In the next 3 months, Morgan Stanley expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from 3D Systems Corp, Apple,
Inc., Brocade Communications Systems, CDW Corporation, EMC Corp., Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NCR Corp., NetApp Inc, Nimble Storage, QLogic
Corporation, Seagate Technology, Teradata.
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from Apple, Inc.,
Brocade Communications Systems, CDW Corporation, EMC Corp., Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NCR Corp., NetApp Inc, Seagate Technology.
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has provided or is providing investment banking services to, or has an investment banking client relationship
with, the following company: 3D Systems Corp, Apple, Inc., Brocade Communications Systems, CDW Corporation, EMC Corp., Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
NCR Corp., NetApp Inc, Nimble Storage, QLogic Corporation, Seagate Technology, Teradata.
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has either provided or is providing non-investment banking, securities-related services to and/or in the past has
entered into an agreement to provide services or has a client relationship with the following company: Apple, Inc., Brocade Communications Systems,
CDW Corporation, EMC Corp., Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NCR Corp., NetApp Inc, QLogic Corporation, Seagate Technology.
An employee, director or consultant of Morgan Stanley is a director of EMC Corp., IBM. This person is not a research analyst or a member of a research
analyst's household.
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC makes a market in the securities of 3D Systems Corp, Apple, Inc., Brocade Communications Systems, CDW Corporation,
EMC Corp., Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Lexmark International, NCR Corp., NetApp Inc, QLogic Corporation, Seagate Technology, Stratasys Ltd, Teradata,
Western Digital.
The equity research analysts or strategists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received compensation based upon
various factors, including quality of research, investor client feedback, stock picking, competitive factors, firm revenues and overall investment banking
revenues.
Morgan Stanley and its affiliates do business that relates to companies/instruments covered in Morgan Stanley Research, including market making,
providing liquidity and specialized trading, risk arbitrage and other proprietary trading, fund management, commercial banking, extension of credit,
investment services and investment banking. Morgan Stanley sells to and buys from customers the securities/instruments of companies covered in Morgan
Stanley Research on a principal basis. Morgan Stanley may have a position in the debt of the Company or instruments discussed in this report.
Certain disclosures listed above are also for compliance with applicable regulations in non-US jurisdictions.
STOCK RATINGS
Morgan Stanley uses a relative rating system using terms such as Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated or Underweight (see definitions below). Morgan
Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not the equivalent of
buy, hold and sell. Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in Morgan Stanley Research. In addition, since Morgan Stanley
Research contains more complete information concerning the analyst's views, investors should carefully read Morgan Stanley Research, in its entirety, and
not infer the contents from the rating alone. In any case, ratings (or research) should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor's decision
to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) and other considerations.
Global Stock Ratings Distribution
(as of October 31, 2014)
For disclosure purposes only (in accordance with NASD and NYSE requirements), we include the category headings of Buy, Hold, and Sell alongside our
ratings of Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight. Morgan Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover.
Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not the equivalent of buy, hold, and sell but represent recommended relative weightings (see
definitions below). To satisfy regulatory requirements, we correspond Overweight, our most positive stock rating, with a buy recommendation; we correspond
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COVERAGE UNIVERSE INVESTMENT BANKING CLIENTS (IBC)
STOCK RATING CATEGORY COUNT % OF TOTAL COUNT % OF TOTAL

IBC
% OF RATING

CATEGORY
Overweight/Buy 1157 36% 357 41% 31%
Equal-weight/Hold 1396 43% 403 46% 29%
Not-Rated/Hold 107 3% 19 2% 18%
Underweight/Sell 582 18% 100 11% 17%
TOTAL 3,242 879

Data include common stock and ADRs currently assigned ratings. Investment Banking Clients are companies from whom Morgan Stanley received
investment banking compensation in the last 12 months.
Analyst Stock Ratings
Overweight (O). The stock's total return is expected to exceed the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a
risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months.
Equal-weight (E). The stock's total return is expected to be in line with the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage
universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months.
Not-Rated (NR). Currently the analyst does not have adequate conviction about the stock's total return relative to the average total return of the analyst's
industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months.
Underweight (U). The stock's total return is expected to be below the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on
a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months.
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in Morgan Stanley Research is 12 to 18 months.
Analyst Industry Views
Attractive (A): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be attractive vs. the relevant
broad market benchmark, as indicated below.
In-Line (I): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be in line with the relevant broad
market benchmark, as indicated below.
Cautious (C): The analyst views the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months with caution vs. the relevant broad
market benchmark, as indicated below.
Benchmarks for each region are as follows: North America - S&P 500; Latin America - relevant MSCI country index or MSCI Latin America Index; Europe -
MSCI Europe; Japan - TOPIX; Asia - relevant MSCI country index or MSCI sub-regional index or MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan Index.
Stock Price, Price Target and Rating History (See Rating Definitions)
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Important Disclosures for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Customers
Important disclosures regarding the relationship between the companies that are the subject of Morgan Stanley Research and Morgan Stanley Smith
Barney LLC or Morgan Stanley or any of their affiliates, are available on the Morgan Stanley Wealth Management disclosure website at
www.morganstanley.com/online/researchdisclosures. For Morgan Stanley specific disclosures, you may refer to
www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures.
Each Morgan Stanley Equity Research report is reviewed and approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. This review and approval is
conducted by the same person who reviews the Equity Research report on behalf of Morgan Stanley. This could create a conflict of interest.
Other Important Disclosures
Morgan Stanley & Co. International PLC and its affiliates have a significant financial interest in the debt securities of Apple, Inc., EMC Corp., Hewlett-
Packard, IBM, Lexmark International, NetApp Inc.
Morgan Stanley is not acting as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within
the meaning of Section 975 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Morgan Stanley produces an equity research product called a "Tactical Idea." Views contained in a "Tactical Idea" on a particular stock may be contrary to
the recommendations or views expressed in research on the same stock. This may be the result of differing time horizons, methodologies, market events, or
other factors. For all research available on a particular stock, please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at
http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Morgan Stanley Research is provided to our clients through our proprietary research portal on Matrix and also distributed electronically by Morgan Stanley
to clients. Certain, but not all, Morgan Stanley Research products are also made available to clients through third-party vendors or redistributed to clients
through alternate electronic means as a convenience. For access to all available Morgan Stanley Research, please contact your sales representative or go
to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Any access and/or use of Morgan Stanley Research is subject to Morgan Stanley's Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). By
accessing and/or using Morgan Stanley Research, you are indicating that you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use
(http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). In addition you consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data and using cookies in accordance
with our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html), including for the purposes of setting your
preferences and to collect readership data so that we can deliver better and more personalized service and products to you. To find out more information
about how Morgan Stanley processes personal data, how we use cookies and how to reject cookies see our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy
(http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html).
If you do not agree to our Terms of Use and/or if you do not wish to provide your consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data or using cookies
please do not access our research.
Morgan Stanley Research does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Morgan Stanley Research has been prepared without regard to the
circumstances and objectives of those who receive it. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and
strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor's
circumstances and objectives. The securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in Morgan Stanley Research may not be suitable for all investors, and
certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy. The value of and income from your
investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market
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indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in
securities/instruments transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on
assumptions that may not be realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the cover page is that of the primary exchange for the
subject company's securities/instruments.
The fixed income research analysts, strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received
compensation based upon various factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, firm profitability or revenues (which include fixed income trading
and capital markets profitability or revenues), client feedback and competitive factors. Fixed Income Research analysts', strategists' or economists'
compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular
trading desks.
The "Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan
Stanley owns 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the companies. For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley Research,
Morgan Stanley may have an investment of less than 1% in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies and may trade them
in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the preparation of Morgan Stanley
Research may have investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways
different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may be issued by Morgan Stanley or associated persons.
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to
use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or
information in Morgan Stanley Research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject company. Facts and views
presented in Morgan Stanley Research have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Morgan Stanley
business areas, including investment banking personnel.
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from accepting payment by the
company of associated expenses unless pre-approved by authorized members of Research management.
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.
To our readers in Taiwan: Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is distributed by Morgan Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL"). Such
information is for your reference only. The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely responsible for their investment decisions.
Morgan Stanley Research may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without the express written consent of Morgan
Stanley. Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a recommendation
or a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these securities/instruments. To our readers in
Hong Kong: Information is distributed in Hong Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to, Morgan Stanley Asia Limited as part of its regulated activities
in Hong Kong. If you have any queries concerning Morgan Stanley Research, please contact our Hong Kong sales representatives.
Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC. Morgan Stanley Research does
not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors shall have the relevant qualifications to invest in
such securities and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and/or registrations from the relevant governmental
authorities themselves.
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A.; in Japan by Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for
Commodities related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group Japan Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts
responsibility for its contents) and by Bank Morgan Stanley AG, Hong Kong Branch; in Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration
number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore (which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with,
Morgan Stanley Research) and by Bank Morgan Stanley AG, Singapore Branch (Registration number T11FC0207F); in Australia to "wholesale clients"
within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services
license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Australia to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No.
240813, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea by Morgan Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India
Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT Morgan Stanley Asia Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of and
takes responsibility for its contents in Canada; in Germany by Morgan Stanley Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main and Morgan Stanley Private Wealth
Management Limited, Niederlassung Deutschland, regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by Morgan Stanley,
S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, which is supervised by the Spanish Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that Morgan Stanley
Research has been written and distributed in accordance with the rules of conduct applicable to financial research as established under Spanish
regulations; in the US by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, which accepts responsibility for its contents. Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized by
the Prudential Regulatory Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulatory Authority, disseminates in the UK
research that it has prepared, and approves solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been
prepared by any of its affiliates. Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Limited, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, also
disseminates Morgan Stanley Research in the UK. Private UK investors should obtain the advice of their Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc or Morgan
Stanley Private Wealth Management representative about the investments concerned. RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is a member of the JSE
Limited and regulated by the Financial Services Board in South Africa. RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is a joint venture owned equally by
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INDUSTRY COVERAGE: IT Hardware

COMPANY (TICKER) RATING (AS OF) PRICE* (11/18/2014)

Katy L. Huberty, CFA
Apple, Inc. (AAPL.O) O (05/26/2009) $115.47
CDW Corporation (CDW.O) E (08/06/2013) $33.24
EMC Corp. (EMC.N) E (01/10/2013) $30.39
Hewlett-Packard (HPQ.N) O (03/18/2013) $37.50
IBM (IBM.N) E (09/08/2009) $161.89
Lexmark International (LXK.N) U (07/14/2010) $43.33
NCR Corp. (NCR.N) E (09/25/2011) $28.35
NetApp Inc (NTAP.O) U (03/24/2014) $41.89
Nimble Storage (NMBL.N) O (06/18/2014) $27.98
QLogic Corporation (QLGC.O) E (07/10/2014) $11.55
Seagate Technology (STX.O) O (01/21/2014) $64.65
Teradata (TDC.N) U (12/03/2013) $44.73
Western Digital (WDC.O) O (12/03/2013) $100.39

Scott Schmitz
3D Systems Corp (DDD.N) E (09/03/2014) $35.37
Brocade Communications Systems (BRCD.O) E (12/03/2013) $11.49
Stratasys Ltd (SSYS.O) O (09/03/2014) $104.80

Stock Ratings are subject to change. Please see latest research for each company.
* Historical prices are not split adjusted.
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